Enterprise Architect
North East Based
This is an exciting opportunity to join our vibrant, rapidly evolving business as an Enterprise Architect, the post-holder
will ensure close working relationships are maintained with other groups within the IT Department and wider business
to assist in the choice and development of IT solutions to ensure adherence to the enterprise architecture.
Redde Northgate was formed in early 2020 following a successful merger, bringing together a broad mix of marketleading operating companies to become the UK’s foremost integrated mobility solutions provider. Joining us in the
early stages of our exciting journey to transform ourselves into a user centric digital services provider, your priorities
as will include:
•
•

•
•

The monitoring and assessment of new technology and other advances in Technical and Application
Architectures to ensure the IT Department can best support and develop the business strategy.
Leading the development of our technology and Enterprise Architecture (EA) across the business at all levels;
business, information, application and technology which ensures that business activities are aligned within the
context of a strategic framework.
The creation, iteration and maintenance of technology roadmaps, policy and enterprise architecture artefacts.
It is a contributor to IT strategy, budgeting and programme planning.
You will work with stakeholders throughout the business to communicate and embed enterprise architecture
principles and governance via objectives, accountabilities and monitoring of progress.

The role of Enterprise Architect provides comprehensive guidance on the development of, and modifications to,
solution components to ensure that they take account of relevant architectures, strategies, policies, standards and
practices (including security) and that existing and planned solution components remain compatible.
About you
•
•
•

•
•

You are an experienced Enterprise Architect that is ITIL, TOGAF and CCNA certified, with experience in
Enterprise Architecture Modelling and extensive practical domain experience
You are Proficient in standards associated with IT practice nationally and internationally, published by
authorities such as IEEE, IEC, BSI, ISO
You are proficient in the use of tools and systems to manage virtualised environments; server and desktop
virtualisation; IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service); SaaS (Software as a Service); SDDC (Software Defined Data
Centre).
You are an expert in the functional structure of businesses and other organisations; their mission, objectives,
strategies and critical success factors.
You have a strategic perspective, commercial orientation, organisational awareness, influence, persuasion
and personal impact.

As Enterprise Architect, we offer you:
•
•
•
•

A rewarding salary of up to £65,000, reflecting your experience and specialist knowledge.
Additional employee benefits (incl. employee assistance, life assurance, pension, staff & retail discounts etc.)
The business as usual flexibility to work from home and visit the office when required
A supportive, like-minded peer group of senior stakeholders and IT specialists all aiming for the same goal.

Be part of our future
If you would love to join our team as Enterprise Architect, we encourage you to find out more. Apply today!

